New Hampshire Anti-Primary: Harvard Keyes Tossups
TOSSUP1
Slavery was barred from territory acquired in the Lousiana Purchase north of
the line 36 degrees, 30 minutes; Maine was admitted a free state, while its
namesake was admitted a slave state. For ten points, name this 1820
legislation.
Answer: The _MISSOURI COMPROMISE_ (accept_COMPROMISE OF 1820_ on early buzz)
TOSSUP2
As far as we know, Hillary Clinton has never competed in the kumitai
{"koo-muh-TIE"}, but the James B. Stewart expose of our first lady shares its
name with, for a quick ten points, what Jean Claude Van Damme movie?
Answer: _BLOOD SPORT_
TOSSUP3
When she could not be convinced to buy jewelry from Bohmer and Bassenge, the
resulting scandal - the diamond necklace affair - shook France. The masses, who
called her "the Austrian bitch," surely did not appreciate her "let them eat
cake" line. For ten points, name this infamous queen.
Answer: _MARIE ANTOINETTE_
TOSSUP4
Element 99 of the periodic table is named after this German-American, who
insists that in fact "Imagination is more important than knowledge" and "God
does not play dice." For ten points, who won a Nobel prize for his work on the
photoelectric effect?
Answer: Albert _EINSTEIN_
TOSSUP5
While solving for Marshallian demand can maximize this quantity given a fixed
income, solving for Hicksian demand can find the minimum level of income
necessary to get a fixed amount of, for ten points, what economic synonym of
happiness?
Answer: _UTILlTY_
TOSSUP6
Long ruled by the Khalifa family, it was a British protectorate from 1861 to
1971. Saudi Arabia has built a 15-mile causeway from the mainland to, for ten
points, what island nation whose capital is Manama?
Answer: _BAHRAIN
TOSSUP7
According to legend this Welsh bard can divine the future and strike less
gifted poets dumb. He appears in Idylls of the King and in Thomas Love
Peacock's Misfortunes of Elphin. For ten points, after whom did Frank Lloyd
Wright name his residences?
Answer: _ TALIESIN_
TOSSUP8
Drafted ahead of Dwight Gooden, he dropped a pop fly on his first day in
Wrigley Field. He recently criticized former double-play partner Ryne Sandberg
for lack of vocal leadership. For ten points, what oft-injured shortstop was
recently signed by San Francisco?

Answer: Shawon _DUNSTON_
TOSSUP9
Alison, wife of John, scorns Absolon but loves Nicholas, who persuades John to
suspend tubs in the attic. When Absolon begs her for a kiss, she moons him. He
returns with a hot iron, and scorches Nicholas, who cries so loud for water
that John thinks the Flood has come. Name, for ten points, this Canterbury
Tale.
Answer: The _MILLER_'s Tale
TOSSUP10
This country's Labor Party recently elected Kim Beazley as its new leader, to
replace Paul Keating, who led his party to defeat in the general election. For
ten points, name this land down under.
Answer: _AUSTRALlA_
TOSSUP 11
His Blind Chance depicts three possible outcomes of a man's attempt to catch a
train. Each part of his Dekalog was shot in a housing estate near Warsaw. For
ten points, what recently deceased Polish filmmaker is best known for the Blue,
White, and Red trilogy?
Answer: Krzysztof _KIESLOWSKL {"KRIS-toff kuhs-LOV-ski"}
TOSSUP12
She is quite fond of the symbol that her mother must wear as a result of her
conception. Her father, Arthur Dimmesdale, is a minister; her mother is Hester
Prynne. For ten points, what Nathaniel Hawthorne character shares her name with
a jewel?
Answer: _PEARL_ Prynne (prompt on "Prynne")
TOSSUP13
Although Joseph McCarthy accused this cabinet member and cold-warrior of
harboring Communists, his zeal to defeat the Soviets led to his full support of
the massive defense build-up prescribed by NSC-68. For ten points, name this
Secretary of State under Truman.
Answer: Dean _ACHESON_
TOSSUP14
Phil Rizzuto did the voiceover that can be heard all the way up to a female
back-up singer's "stop right there; I want to know right now, will you love me
forever?" Because of his answer, the male narrator finds himself "praying for
the end of time" in, for ten points, what epic Meat Loaf song?
Answer: _PARADISE BY THE DASHBOARD LIGHT_
TOSSUP15
In the Andre Gide novel, a Swiss clergyman adopts a blind girl, then tries to
seduce her the night before she gains sight; with this sight comes perception,
guilt, and suicide. The Beethoven symphony with the same name, however, is
mellower. For ten points, name his Sixth.
Answer: The _PASTORAL_ Symphony
TOSSUP16
This city was named in 1867 after the Algonquian-speaking natives. Located at
the junction of Interstates 80 and 25, this seat of Laramie County is also on

the source waters of the South Platte river. For ten points, name this city of
50,000 which, despite its location near the Colorado border, is the capital of
Wyoming.
Answer: _CHEYENNE_
TOSSUP17
This Paleozoic period, from 405 to 345 million years ago, saw great expansion
of fishes and plants, and the first land animals, primitive amphibians. For ten
points, what followed the Silurian and preceded the Mississippian?
Answer: The _DEVONIAN_ Period
TOSSUP18
His first novel was The Dragon in the Sea, about the search for a saboteur. The
Santaroga Barrier describes a utopian community; other works include Lazarus
Effect and, with his son, Man of Two Worlds. For ten points, who wrote the Dune
series?
Answer: Frank _HERBERT_
TOSSUP19
Born in 1788, he maintained that the desires of humanity are manifestations of
the will to live, and that since operating this will means constant striving
without satisfaction, life consists of suffering. For ten points, name this
German pessimist, a bitter enemy of Hegel but known for his influence on
Wittgenstein and Nietzche.
Answer: Arthur _SCHOPENHAUER_
TOSSUP20
According to this theorem, if a molecule is broken up, and the spin of one of
its electrons is changed, the spin of others will change accordingly despite
the distance between them. For ten points, what theorem did Dilbert
unsuccessfully use to try to make fiber optics obsolete?
Answer: _BELL_'s Theorem
TOSSUP21
According to tradition, she asked Leofric to lower taxes on the citizens of
Coventry, but he claimed he would do so only if she rode naked through the
streets at midday. For ten points, what English benefactress allegedly did so?
Answer: Lady _GODIVA_
TOSSUP22
It contains 114 chapters, known as Suras, and the tradition of its oral
retelling had to be broken under Othman, the fourth caliph when the best
reciters had fallen in battle. For ten points, what book contains truths
revealed by the angel Gabriel to Muhammed?
Answer: The _KORAN_
TOSSUP23
Dana Carvey portrayed him as Bob Dole's potential running mate, a former
presidential candidate himself, who is nearly old enough to be Dole's father.
Despite this, however, he still has a wife barely half his age. For ten points,
what man will, pending reelection and survival, still hold his senate seat at
age 100?
Answer: Strom _THURMOND_

TOSSUP24
Abyssinian, american shorthair, balinese, birman, bombay, burmese, egyptian
mau, havana brown, japanese bobtail, korat, manx, persian, rex, russian blue,
scottish fold, and siamese. All are recognized breeds of, for ten points, what
animal?
Answer: _CAT_ (accept equivalents)
TOSSUP25
Barney Chavous, Goose Gonsoulin, Randy Gradishar, Tom Jackson, Dennis Smith,
and Karl Mecklenburg have all played key roles in the "Orange Crush" defense
of, for ten points, what NFL franchise?
Answer: Denver _BRONCOS_ (accept "Orange Crush" on early buzz; accept also
"Denver")
TOSSUP26
Prince Myshkin feels pity for Natasha Filippovna, who was seduced as a child.
Rogozhin, violently jealous, tries to kill Myshkin, and does kill Natasha.
Seeing this, Myshkin lapses into his previous condition. For ten points, name
the famous Dostoyevsky novel.
Answer: The _I DIOT_
TOSSUP27
Thin and wispy, these clouds are composed entirely of ice crystals. For ten
points, what clouds, most often located very high in the sky, are frequently
blown into feathery strands called "mares' tails"?
Answer: _CIRRUS_
TOSSUP28
The character she plays recently got pregnant on a trip to Disney World, which
is a far better place to conceive someone than New Haven, Connecticut. For ten
points, who plays Darlene on the ABC series Roseanne?
Answer: Sara _GILBERT_
TOSSUP29
In April 21st elections, a quarter of this country's seats will be distributed
proportionally, the rest contested under British-style "first-past-the-post"
rules. For ten points, what country's party coalitions include the Freedom
Alliance and Romano Prodi's "olive tree coalition"?
Answer: _ITAL Y_
TOSSUP30
His works include Leonardo da Vinci: A Psychosexual Study of an Infantile
Reminiscence; Totem and Taboo; Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex; and
The Ego and the Id. For ten points, what Austrian psychiatrist also wrote The
Interpretation of Dreams?
Answer: _S_igmund _FREUD_

New Hampshire Anti-Primary: Harvard Keyes Boni
BONUS 1
(30 points) For fifteen points each, identify the works of Charles Dickens

these well-known evil schoolmasters appear in.
Wackford Squeers : _NICHOLAS NICKLEBY_
Mr. Creakle: _DAVID COPPERFIELD_
BONUS 2
(30 points) There are six components of DNA nucleotides. One is a common
radical, one a five-carbon sugar, and the other four are nitrogen bases. For
five points each, name these six components.
Answer: (any order) A _PHOSPHATE_ group, _DEOXYRIBOSE_, _ADENINE_; _CYTOSINE_;
_GUANINE_; _THYMINE_
BONUS 3
(30 points) It is sometimes said that the chorus is the hero of this 19th
century Russian opera, rather than the title character, a czar from 1598 to
1605, who was haunted by guilt over the murder of Dmitry. For ten points each,
give the title, the composer, and the author on whose play it was based.
Answers: (any order) _BORIS GODUNOV_; Modest _MOUSSORGSKY_; Aleksandr _PUSHKIN_
BONUS 4
(25 points) According to the March 1996 Reader's Digest, only four U.S. states
offer welfare benefits with a "wage value" of less than $14,000 a year. One of
these states borders each of the other three; for five points each plus a bonus
for all correct, name them.
Answers: (any order) _ALABAMA_; _ARKANSAS_; _LOUISIANA_; _TENNESSEE_
BONUS 6
(25 points) Five letters of the alphabet are worth four points each as Scrabble
tiles; for five points each, name them.
Answers: (any order) _F, H, V, W, and Y_
BONUS 7
(20 points) "Mad cow disease" is the more common name for what scientists know
as BSE. For five points per word plus a bonus for all correct, expand the
acronym.
Answer: _BOVINE SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY_

BONUS 8
(25 points) For five points each, name any five of the muses.
Answers: (any order) _CALLlOPE_; _CLEO_; _ERATO_; _EUTERPE_; _MELPOMENE_;
_POLYPHYMIA_; _TERPSICHORE_; _THALlA_; _URANIA_
BONUS 9
(25 points) Given a number, list the corresponding mineral on Mohs's hardness
scale for that number. You will receive five points per correct answer.
2.
_GYPSUM_
4.
_FLUORITE_
6.
_FELDSPAR_
7.
_QUARTZ_
9.
_CORUNDUM_

BONUS 10
(20 points) In 1972, Democratic presidential nominee George McGovern replaced

his running mate. For ten points each, in order, who did he replace with whom?
Answers: (in order!) Thomas _EAGLETON_ & Sargent _SHRIVER_

BONUS 11
(30 points) According to the World Book encyclopedia, the first is "a habit or
custom common to the members of a social group," while the second arises when
people believe that following one of the first kind is "necessary to the
welfare of the group." For ten points each, name, in order, these sociology
phenomena.
Answer: (in order!) _FOLKWAYS_ & _MORES_
FTP more, name the man who coined these terms, an early sociologist and Social
Darwinist, author of "What The Social Classes Owe To Each Other."
A: William Graham _SUMNER_
BONUS 12
(25 points) For five points each, name each part of James Fenimore Cooper's
series "The Leatherstocking Tales."
Answers: (any order) The _PIONEERS_; The _LAST OF THE MOHICANS_; The _PRAIRIE_;
The _PATHFINDER_; The _DEERSLAYER_
BONUS 13
(30 points) Most neutrino detectors can sense only one of the three neutrino
types. The first two are namesakes of subatomic particles; the last shares its
name with a Greek letter. For ten points each, name the three kinds of
neutrino.
Answers: (any order) _ELECTRON_; _MUON_; _TAU_
BONUS 14
(25 points) The March 23 issue of The Economist contains a post mortem on
AT&T's ill-fated purchase of NCR, a computer company. First, expand the acronym
for NCR for five points per word.
A: _NATIONAL CASH REGISTER_;
Now, for ten points, in what city is NCR's headquarters located?
_DAYTON_, Ohio
BONUS 15
(25 points) Francophonia now has 53 members, four fewer than the British
Commonwealth, but French does not have to be any such country's official - or
even dominant - language. In fact, according to The Economist, French now ranks
ninth among the world's most spoken languages, behind Chinese, Russian,
English, and - for five points each, in any order - what five other languages?
Answers: _HINDUSTAN_i; _SPANISH_; _ARABIC_; _BENGALI_; _PORTUGUESE_
BONUS 16
(30 points) This year is 1996, of course, but you'll get fifteen points each
for telling me the exact years in which the Ming dynasty began and ended; each
answer will be worth ten points if it's within five years, and five points if
within twenty years.
Answers: _1368_ to _1644_
(ten points each for 1363-1373 and 1639-1649)
(five points each for 1348-1388 and 1624-1664)
BONUS 17

(30 points) Dostoyevsky's "The Idiot" includes a discussion of this painting,
perhaps the most somber rendering ever made of Jesus of Nazareth, which he saw
on a trip to Basel. For fifteen points each give the painting's English title
and its artist.
Answers: _DEAD CHRIST_; Hans _HOLBEIN_ the _YOUNGER_ (prompt on "Holbein")
BONUS 17
(20 points) You may know that Galileo discovered the four brightest moons of
Jupiter, but can you name them? Twenty points for all four or ten points for
any three.
Answers: (any order) _CALLlSTO_; _EUROPA_; _GANYMEDE_; _10_
BONUS 18
(25 points) Born during a terrible draught, he is covered with hair at birth,
and though chained to a cradle, he breaks his bonds into 500 pieces with one
blow of his infant fist. The son of a well-known giant from Medieval folklore,
he shares a title with his father. For ten points for one and 25 for both, name
him and the French author who created him.
Answers: _PANTAGRUEL_ and _RABELAIS_
BONUS 19
(30 points) On March 27, 1996, listeners to Rush Limbaugh's radio show were
treated to a parody, a test of the "Emergency Volunteer System." Name the
presidential candidate being mocked for five points; the folk song in the
background for ten; and the movie from whose soundtrack they got their version
of the song for fifteen more.
Answers: Ross _PEROT_; _WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME_; _DOCTOR
STRANGELOVE_
BONUS 20
(30 points) For five points each plus a bonus for all correct, place these
Mexican rulers in chronological order of rule: Venustiano Carranza; Porfirio
Diaz; Miguel Hidalgo; Benito Juarez; Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna.
Answers: (in order!)
Miguel_HIDALGO_
Antonio Lopez de _SANTA ANNA_
Benito _JUAREZ_
Porfirio _DIAZ_
Venustiano _CARRANZA_
BONUS 21
(25 points) Kingdom Entertainment plans theme parks, restaurants, and
multimedia to promote "the best of traditional family values." For ten points
for one or twenty-five for both, name its co-founders.
Answers: _MICHAEL JACKSON_; Prince Alwaleed bi Talal bi Abdulaziz _SAUD_
BONUS 22
(30 points) Zoroastrianism is based on the belief in two equally powerful
dieties, one good, one evil; for fifteen points each, name them.
Answers: _AHURA MAZDA_; _AHRIMAN_
BONUS 23
(20 points) Jot down this list of Baltic republics: Estonia; Latvia; Lithuania.

Now, in order, name their capitals for five points each plus a bonus for all
correct.
Answers: (in order!) _TALlNN_; _RIGA_; _VILNIUS_
BONUS 24
(25 points) For ten points for one or 25 for both, name the Two Gentlemen of
Verona.
Answers: _PROTEUS_ and _VALENTINE_
BONUS 25
(20 points) Yang Lan, host of the Zheng Da Variety show, likes to ask questions
about things like inflation. For ten points each, name her home country and the
American university at which she currently studies.
Answers: _CHINA_ and _COLUMBIA_
BONUS 26
(20 points) In 1925, a 24-year-old anthropologist left the United States to
study adolescent girls in a noncompetitive, permissive culture. The results of
her field work were published in 1928. For ten points each, name this author of
"Growing Up in New Guinea" and her more famous first work.
Answers: Margaret _MEAD_; _COMING OF AGE IN SAMOA_
BONUS 27
(20 points) "Oh, we have people puke here all the time," says marketing guy Dan
Polvere, employee of a Major League franchise with a history of unique
promotions. For ten points each, name the club and the animal-related promotion
whose clean-up concerns prompted this quote.
Answer: Chicago _WHITE SOX_; _DOG_ Day of Summer (prompt on "Chicago")
BONUS 28
(30 points) For fifteen points each, by what colloquial names, respectively,
were supporters of the King and supporters of Parliament known during the
English civil war?
Answer: (in order!) _CAVALlERS_ and _ROUNDHEADS_
BONUS 29
(30 points) Lee Roy, Dewey, and Luscious, three country boys, all played
college football at the same school. For fifteen points each, give the school
and the surname.
Answers: _SELMON_; University of _OKLAHOMA_
BONUS 30
(30 points) Immediately preceding "All You Need is Rock and Roll" on side two
of the album, the song starts out with major chords in 0, A, C, G, B-flat, F,
and A. For ten points each, name this early 1988 hit, the group who sang it,
and the album.
Answers: _WAIT_; _WHITE LlON_; _PRIDE_

